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ilim IN CGKFTR .IIP

..TAGS
Qtt my first encounter with the term "Jiaval Stock Fund* I inquired as to
its meaning, I was perfunctorily advised that it was akin to the "Naval Stock
Account n and was based oil the revolving fund principle. % nest interrogatory
was directed at Hading oat about this revoking fund principle* Tm inpatient
retort was that "it was a fund that just went around sand around and was* there*
fore, self sustaining. This sounded so closely allied to perpetual motion, I
judged that it must be a good thing* I therefore resolved to find out more
about it when the opportunity presented itself.
Over a period of several ^ars with occasional exposure to the Naval
Stock, Fund I have learned thai it has been with us for over 60 year* and that it
is, day ly day, increasing in prominence as a device for improved supply man&ge-
laont. &f fund concept is gpfciaing greater stature wUh each budget ^ear.
With the nnfflrftrviag determination to place increased emphasis on sound
management practices in government, more specifically in budgeting, finance, and
accounting the rave;.. fund technio driving. In vfow of this impetus, a
better understanding of the Kavy Stock Fund would appear to be a worthy objec-
tive of this paper.
Appreciation is oaqsresseu for $3$ willing advice furnished by Comssander
¥• T. MacKinnon of the Stock Finance Division, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
Navy Department, ,'urthor a of Commander . . [ft ode of the Navy Comp-
troller's Office and CccaDiander U% . -it of the Aviation Supply Division,
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Picture a sraall residential caaaunity forty miles from the nearest city*
Our oociaunity consists of thirty homes within walking distance of a newly estab-
lished pouer plant, the owner of the homes and employer of the family providers*
Each family is plagued with the incessant problem of traversing the distance to
the city for the purpose of reprovisioning* At first the tedious trips are made
weekly, then bi«*jeekly, and finally monthly* Certain economic factors should be
noted. Time consuming and suspensive trips, allocation of limited home storage
space to bulk storage, constant threat of spoilage of foodstuffs, and large
«iagle expenditures of money are the lot of these people* Because of the siae
of the purchases certain extravagancy and inflated home inventories are the
natural consequences. It becomes more and more difficult for each family to
apportion their limited money supply for family needs, to maintain proper inven-
tory levels, and to properly allocate storage space.
In its second year of operation an esspansion of the company plant is
accompanied ty* construction of additional housing units and a doubling of the
population* Thus additional employees are subject to the provisioning problem*.
Soon the plant experiences poor efficiency, hlgb sick leave rates,
absenteeism, accelerated employee turnover rates, low morale, and a general
attitude of disatisfaction* ^raent traces the principal cause of these
undesirable conditions to the hardships endured by the eiiployees in the problems
Incident to maintenance of an adequate supply of stores in their hemes*
1

2To correct the condition of a.ployee disatisfactlen issaediato action is
taken throu#i the conversion of a sial! cciapany warehouse into a general store,
lo finance the store's operation, the sum of $5,000 is transferred from th©
ccraoany Cash Account to a newly civ ... storotoeper is given the
job of operating the general store with authority to draw on the Store Fund a3
necessary to raaintain an adequate | .... 'harming this i } be builds
up an initial inveifcory whi;.' & his bocks la a i'urchascs Account*
As sales are made to mabers of the oaamanity, proceeds, collected daily, are
taken up In the Store /unci* The Store -wide, .^ifcinuo of
replenishing stock or the Purchases Account,
Because the company store buys stock la -wholesale lots and sells at cost,
plus an allowance for hamming and loss, the benefit of the large saving is
transferred to coK?3any employees, Furtii3i*'ior@, the eosMunity members are
relieved of treraendous burdens. They can plan to shop daily or bi-weekly with
the comforting knowledge that they will have little transportation, storage, or
inventory problem at haa©,
Vhat we have done is to establish a revolving fund* She basic aee&iunity
conditions are 'in essence not unlike the ateosphere tfdeh motivated the founding
of the took Fond. HI might look at the fJtcre Fund as being analagous to
the 2iavy Stock Fund and the Pes ccount 5 aaajaggns to ' ttf
Stock Account,
This simile is perhaps an elementary and oversimplified approach for
those alrea^v familiar with the revolving fund concept, nevertheless for the
unindoctrinated it should serve to unravel sooe of the oystery which my have
shrouded the Havy Stock Fund, The point is that the revolving fund principle
is not rmcb acre than the application of a "business operation with which me
corae in contact every day and which is similar to the on© developed above.

3Throughout this paper tiie intent will be to obtain a more the. understandi
inc of the Navy Stock Fund* Relative to the vast wealth of historical inf©rela-
tion available, limited emphasis will be devoted to historical growth of the
Navy Stock i'und, however some of the historical hi$ili$its are significant in
lending clarity and justification to todays existence and method of operation
of the fund. Chapter II will be devoted to the objective of selecting Hobo*
historical hallmarks.
tfa tte historical fact," T*eli in laind, the emphasis will be shifted to
todays liavy -^tock Fund, its purpose, definition, and composition, its finan-
cial aspects, its operation and an evaluation of its success. This done, pfT*





A uealth of information li available on the conception and devslopoont
of stock fund theory and principles in the Bavy* For the most part this infor-
nstion is purely of historical interest* In tracing the history, however, cer-
tain staces become prominent with respect to th© modern thinking which goverjis
the operation of stock funds* The importance in growth of stock funds in the
Navy is of paramount significance in that the initial Department of Defense
guidance in stock fund operation was patterned after the operation of the Naval
Stock Fund* as the present Navy Stoci: und was previously called. Ms fact is
substantia iiod by Assistant Deeretar/ of Defense (Comptroller) w* J* lidleil^
testimony before Preparedness Subcommittee Ifcrober 3 of the Ccmittee on Armsd
Services*1 Accordingly, historical reference will bo limited to the hallmarks
in stock fund development in the Kavy or tfcose highlights particularly important
in li$at of their in&uence on the currently operating Navy Stock Fund*
General Account of Advances
As early as 1078 the need fe* some sort of a clearing house for naval
st^jplies was recognised* At that time the General Account of Advances was
created* The General Account of Advances consisted of the sum total of all Kavy
appropriations* As such it was created at the beginning of each fiscal year and
its use was discontinued at the end of each fiscal year* When the appropria-
tions were made for the ensuing year the account again became available for use*
•kj* S. Congress, Senate, Preparedness Subcommittee Ho. 3 of the Committee
on Aimed Services, Learingc, Implementation of ^itjiq IV*.National security Act
of 19^7. as Amended, 83rd Cong*, 1st Seas*, I3ov. "2-i* i?53» p. 126.

5In operation, the Jila resulted In o to the
General Account ox Advances* Upon issue of the material til© account received
credit, and the specific appropriation fimndng tlx* agBncy drawing the naterial
was e/:ar£ed for the acquisition 00«t« Zhua ti Is Bade a cc circuit
but total purchases were United to total annual navy q , and thsre-
forc the circuit was not repetitious nor did it extend fiv . Such
application of the fund principle might bo tensed "annual revolving far* *
frt separate Navy bureaus used the General Account of Advances without
advantage of central eoordircrtiorw There -wore, there fc. .: annual revol-
ving fund orbits. .uich of the eight bureaus laaintaiaed autonomous . o-
pendent control with respect to purchase, accounting, inventory am u The
outgrowth of this 1. z&L independence was uneconomical and inefficient over*
lapping and duplication of functions and la ^ocks of idle inventor. , .. In
short, every bureau was in the supply businee:..
At its best such a condition did not epitomise a well-acfciij: >d and
effective supply eyetfl • owever, the resulting inefficienc .. cer-
tainly have e;d.sted appeared not to have deleterious effect on the operation of
the canvas and wood navy. Per *)X OS* art, ships were built and adequately
maintained by private yards. Supp". ^leras wore not too coraplieated and, more
often than not, wore tlie responsibility of those yards. With the appearance of
power-driven ironclads, however, complications were introduced which forced
action to correct the unwieldy and unresponsive supply systc. •
.oral Storekeepers
Hie first reioedial action cazoe in 1306 throu^i the abolition of bureau
supply departments and the ftBfflfflmr4 of a "general storelaaepor" at each naval
. fcjTt ral at-;, xr w&- onsible for procurement, etorage, and
issue of all naval stores* aaquiromnts suhiitted to the pal storekeeper

6served as his Guide in initiating procuroscnts# Thus, coordination of eiipply
services was progress!:'
.
I \.:r, the various depar' .ol act.' -"ally
suspicious and distrustfui of llow» The sto er was frequently
accused of riot ordering stai . && with e&si
of imterirls or of issuing stated rcnents to a de other than the
uestirrj; dr i consequence wr/ of requirements for
insurance l MUb Inflated $ aaardln^ bec&so to order of the
* The failure of t"
•'• \j$ the lac'., roper i . aquest.ion&.br k3 of the
nort usef il and toortant ii. iocati aterial
was fU&c? in the memory of t or*
Jl .v ' 3~
To counter the inflated inventory awwwmfc OflmaaiOWMi by the short-
canines of the gpneral storekeeper • ^t of June 30, 1690 «u enacted*
It required adoption of a coramcc property policy as follows j
All supplies purchased with none r.lated by the Act shall be
decried to be MS for | \$ and
these supplies, tope: all supplies on hand, shall be arranged,
classified, consolidated* and catalogued, and issued for con. on or use,
under such regulations as t a»ta$r of avy may prescribe, without
to the l vtseda
I obvious eeitamun to .on is that it was destined to re-
place ewtrota . Pure; '?$&<drc- '•.ue-
tant to approve requisitions for a far which their ould
pay, but wiiich ceroid readily ba ions financed u ro-
priations, without reljnfrvirseraa.it, :ted, the o:0.
ordered were those for which an immediate demand existed. C: dtly.
'-26 U. 5, 5tat. 205 (1090).

7inadequate provisions wore made for stocking of norraal requireiaents with no pro-
vision for emergency requirements. Hot only were inventories aizaost non-exis-
tent, but proeureiaants were labeled as priorities urgently required for opera-
tional readiness*
Act of Ilarch 3M 189>3
alence of the weakness of the ccosrion property system of tlie Act of
1890 is found in the words of Paymstor-aeneral of the Navy Edwin Stewart in his
report to the Secretary of the Kavy.
These laws have an admirable tendency to limit purchases to absolute
foreseen necessities, as chiefs of bureaus naturally object to approving
requisitions for the purchase of supplies out of appropriations under their
control, which raay in possible contingencies be diverted to the uses of
other departments*
There should, however, always be on hand sufficient supplies to meet
constant demands* Delays would be obviated if there could b© kept always in
store a stock of ordinary caxaereial articles to be replenished from tise to
tins© by requisitions emanating fron the general storekeeper*
In order to secure this &nd by a raethod that could in no way be objec-
tionable to the several bureaus, I would respectfully rocoimnend that Con-
gress be asked to create a fund amounting to .,;200,000 to be known as the
supply fund, out of *&iich. ordinary coaiaercial articles aay be purchased on
requisitions originated by general storekeepers arid approved by the Pay-
master General} such supplies when issued to *&© different departments to b©
charged against the proper appropriation, and the fund reiiabursed in this wsg
kept intact* This would not entail any expenditure in excess of the regular
annual appropriation; it would prevent detention of ships nBQtied. for sudden
and ineaediate service and would enable the purchase by contract, after pub*
lie advertiseiaent, of a large quantity of supplies -which now xmist of neces-
sity be procured in the open laarket under exaersency requisition***
Here was a significant contribution* Stewart offered a solution to a
trend \&ich was leading to tragic events unless a dajsper was applied. Congress
was quick to reoognise the rasrit in Stewart's plan for putting the Navy supply
system and the Navy back on its feet* The icBaediate action was this gratifying
% U.S. Stat. 723 (1893)
'HJ.S. Dept. of the llavy. Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Report of the
Paymaster-General of the Navy, (Washington Govermnent Printing erfice, ltf?2),
P* !T

8excerpt from the Act of Ilarcii 3, 18935 p
. • • and the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to
cause rjeneral account of advances to be charged x/ith the sum of two hundred
thousand dollars, which amount shall be carried to the credit of a permanent
naval~supply fund to be used urrier the direction of the Secretary of the
Navy in the purchase of ordinary commercial supplies for the naval ser\rice,
and to be reimbursed from the proper appropriations whenever the supplies
purchased under said fund are issued for use.
This was the birth of the IJavy Stock Fund. Over the years it has led a
stormy and tottering existence. At times the fund concept retrogressed. It
has been identified by several different names or aliases during this time, the
nine Havy Stock Fund not appearing until 191*9* Keverthe2£*ss, the revolving and
permanent features under which the Haval-Supply Fund was established in 1893 are
in essence the foundation of the Navy Stock -und of today.
Iiaval Supply Account and i^turn of Annual revolving Fund
Considerable furor in 1910 was the consequence of a transfer of about
$9,000*000 in materials from other Navy accounts to the Novel Supply Fund, such
action being in consonance with the views of bureau chiefs and the Payfaaeter-
General. The Secretary of the IJavy, however, had reservations as to the legal-
ity of this action and requested a decision from the Attorney General* The
Attorney General saw the logic of the transfer and agreed with it in principle!
however he suggested that legislation was required to establish the legality of
such a procedure*
Ccnjyese asserted themselves again and decided that it would be quite
appropriate to adopt this transfer philosophy for all naval stores. Accordingly,
tlie course taken was in compliance with the Acts of June 2f>, lplO^ and Uarch 4,
1911,7 the net effect of the two being the abolition of t- il Supply Fund
and creation of the Haval Supply . ccount* The value of all stores on hand was
% U*S. Stat. 723 (1893). 63& «.S* Stat. 792 (1910).
t& U.S, Stat. 1279 (1911)*

9charged to the Uaval Supply Account and future purchases n*r* paid for from the
General Account of Advances and charged to the Maval Supply Account* Upon
lesuoi the proper appropriations -wore char@ad and the General Account of
Advances received reijoburaenient* virtually aH naval stores ware now carried in
the Naval Supply Account*
As can be readily seen, this legislation represented a return to the
annual revolving fund feature *&&eh had been abandoned in 1093* tlhllto the eld
annual revolving fond, however, the Naval Supply Account was under unified
aanaoeraent for procurement* inventory control, and issue. Of fund&aental
importance is the estabiidiisent of general storekeeping books required to cope
with the Naval Supply Account. These books were the forerunnars and laid the
groundwork of the zaodern Navy supply accounting system •
qply Account Fund
The permanency feature of the revolving fund returned in 1921*^ 'Iha
Haval Supply Account was retained* A Ilaval Supply Account Fund was introdiced*
All inventories and future procuxeraents were taken up in the Naval upply
Account as before* However, procurements were now financed with the IJava!
Supply Account Fund with subsequent reimbursement frosa. the proper customer
appropriations* 2y transferring to the fund an astount equal to the value of all
stores and unescpended balances of annual appropriations for Fiscal Itears 1919
and 1920, and by charging deficiencies for fiscal years prior to 1921, a specific
dollar value was established for the liaval Supply Account Fund* thereafter the
quantity of stores purchased was limited to the balance of the fund rather than
the total of naval appropriations* Except for a change in xmm to liaval Stock
Account and liaval stock Fund in 19U2,^ the basic 1921 principles remained
%irst Deficiency Appropriation Act for Fiscal Year 1921*
9$$ u#s* Stat. tkS (192*2).

ID
(unchanged after sJorld War II*
Havy Stock Fund - Haw Stock Account
After world War II the National security Organization of the Ccomission
on Organisation of the J:>oocutive Branch of the Govornaont because very active in
rcooBsnenilng introduction of organizational and ioanagecient changes in the execu-
tive deparl23ont8* One of the coxxiittees of this casaission* under toe chairman-
ship of &fe Ferdinand Eberstadt, first xaad© the recommendation which led to the
most recent legislative authority dealing u±bh the stock fund*
The new legislation was the National Security Act of 19h% Public Law
216, Title IV,^ hereinafter referred to as Title 3RU This act broadened the
horizons a great deal* Title IV placed a legislative staap of approval on
stock fund operations in all military departments - a sort of vote of confidence
for the Kavy nodus opcrai-di* suffice to say that Title IV had little effect on
the IJavy except fa? another change in miaes te :Javy stock i-und and Stay Stogie
Account* liore important is the added impetus given the fund concept.
So went the historical dewlopiaant of the IJavy Stock Fund* The use of
the General Account of Advances, or annual revolving fund, gave way to a general
storekeeping system of centralised control* This system, fraught with problsBts
of overstocking, was replaced by the casson property theory and the natural
consequence of understocking* The permanent-type supply fund crested in 1Q93
was dropped in 1911 in favor of the Uaval Supply Account and its bookkeepi:--
systerr. of control* In 1921 the Naval Supply Account was married to the llaval
Supply Account Fund, a penaanent-tsrpe fund* This arrangement offered financial
^63 U.S* Stat* £57 (1&°).

11
accounting under the I&val Supply Account Fund and Stores account!ng under the
JJaval Supply Account. The mm of the value of ©tores in the account and cash
in the fund repre Dented the total capital of the Kavy Sujply Account Fund* ^y
way of repetition, the Navy Stock Fund finances the procurement of the material
inducted into the Navy Stock Account. The Ilavy Stock Fund is reimbursed for the
value of the materials issued by the appropsriation drawing the material. The
passage of Title IV did little to change this situation*
It is not intended to imply that the Havy Stock Fund managers have been
idle since enactment of £it*Le IV* To the contrary, many notable advancements
have been made since, so that today the rlavy Stock Fund represents one of the
foremost tools for improved supply management, and its future role promises to
be one of great potential.

CHAPTER III
THE mf% ! FUHD TCDAX
The illustration ax sorted to in Hie first chapter and the historical
motivations leading to the development of the Havy Stock Fund are purposefully
included in this paper. To prepare for discussion of the Navy Stock Fund of
today, the previous chapters have served to furnish an understanding of the fund
principle. This chapter will deal more esqplicitly with the purpose* definition,
composition, and management organisation of the llavy Stock Fund*
Purpose and Objectives
Historical Slant
Vie may best approach the purpose of the Ilavy Steele Fond by reflecting on
its history* What led to the Act of 1893? A period of overstocking was fol-
lowed by an era of understocking, with bureau independence in the matters of
requirements determination, procurement, storage, inventory control, issue,
disposal, and other supply functions. lurthermore, due to common ownership
there was no exact method of collecting accurate cost data nor would it have
been a simple matter to determine the total Ilavy investsaent in invent cry• In
short, an era of chaos and confusion gave rise to an urgent need for centralised
control*
Congressional Slant
How to bridge the span from 1893 to 19i*9# A look at the stated legisla-





»In order more offee to c ntvol and account far •»
grans a. ui work perfonoad in the
>
.of
'ensa is a ......
in the Department of lefense . .' ;H
"Ems observe that there has been no real change in m over a fI.
six year period*
More definitive ie a statement made in a report of the Cavsnittee on
Govemaent operations in 15#3*^2
Ine theory of procurement* distribution, and control of inventoriss
t&rough the operation of stock fun an advanced as one of the sound-
est methods for iapreving supply m . i at* It is true that accounting for
the dollar purchased, on . a acco
plished without the W* c,:. end for to h lew
mover such funds are not feus . r ore, it is recognised that
stock funds cannot cure all the faults of poor supply management*
The use of stock funds a .:ies accounting and budgeting . t-ock funds
can improve 13) - of a good i. r to do m .e job in pur-
chasing and in inventory control* It ally acknowl that the use
of stock funds will 1 control o. by clearly
distinguishin ; CC .ion from supply m allow! itain
control over consumption by I atlas process with batter inowled
of previous ption and of es of repetitive-use Material on
ha
;ain borrowing frcs: committee reports thr; followin; is
submitted*13
""''
Tv a means for bu :e management and i >ing * . • of
ce^aon-use . ed stock ".
To permit c dation of op: . responsibilities under
sir. .it*
To promote buyer-seller rela
.
Ip between an a<e and military
purchasers*
To aafet practical pennon use of available .... | and to re-
duce or eliminate over! xes an- I facilities
.
^ol . . tat. &? (I9k9), Section hr .
l^U.b. Congress, Bouse*. Committee m . .
Supply ft* July lo. 1953, I
!3.,




Modern commercial fiscal* budget and accounting systems*
Procurement usai;e and inventories of materials and supplies reported
and controlled in monetary terns.
Budget estimates and reported costs ar© stated on basis of usage*
Department of Defense Slant
Jhe Hary Stock Fund Charter, brief in this regard, reads as follows i **
2to provide a simplified and effective means of managing, control! n,
financing, and accounting for, through the use of working~capital funds,
such materials, supplies, and equipment • • •
Pertinent to the subject of purposes and objectives are the Department
of Defense Regulations Governing Stock land Operations* these regulations are
singularly complete and represent the most recent statement of purpose of stock
funds*1^
(1) 1» provide a simplified means for consolidated management, financing,
control, and accounting for the procurement and inventories of the e
items of materials, supplies, and equipment, the costs of which are
chargeable, when issued for use, to a number of consuming activities*
(2) To iacilltate improved financial control of consumption of materiel in-
eluded in such stocks through budgeting, financing, and accounting for
use of such materiel at station level.
(3) To provide a means for financing the acquisition and holding of stocks
of those items of materials, supplies, and equipment which are distribu-
ted, in part, through sale to personnel of the Department oi se
(oth= : r than those items financed through nonapproprifited-fund activities
such as exchanges), thus simpliiyin appropriation accounting and giving
greater financial flexibility in these operations than is available by
any other means*
Ihe regulations go on to state the objectives of stock funds*
(1) Funds will be provided automatically for replenisiiment of stocks through
reimbursement of the Stock I'und for material consumed or sold#
(2) Biere will no deterrent and no incentive to place obligations other
^U*S*, Department of the flavy, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, In-
struction 7610*1, September 26, 1$< .
^U.S., Department of 'defense, Directive Number 7U20*1» i-'ebruary 1, 1°51+*

than v&mn required boca the availability or nonavailability of ap~
(3) - be tiiaed
lout 8p idl
a iopc: 5-T tilt " ma wore finane mitati
of annual a
(k) I© the extent otherwise Lat©j •• -"/ice s , or
cr ... . 4 • »
{$) and ace ...
cured and hold for th . • • or ether usen ion
irl&eisfc are a ..lailarly.
(6) Ha* ft . ion receive stocks of
cu . for the





..he requirement for flnancial control the cost
' of cojifiiaaptio
mal processes ... -ol over the
atotl fendSg
',
,cy in use of such a not exist y&ien financial con*
trol ovei i to p: .ent requirements*
(8) Tho smi of s Stent; I can be ruKic rol over
stocks of the i-cspoc "oene of w 1 carried in the fund thro
the control ov. td in i a to supply
req i ise of ^nd will incont




(9) One resul\. :ot es arte*
costs eg lalo, ... .yxaent lea tas
fis of cor.r her to i
a X .s.ire of performance S9 act
Material* a: . . . . oviee the use of the accrual basis of
accounting for appropriate .provided in a role be manner.
. aid financial control of t&e costs of operating all activities^
inclu..:.'. a of al
.iciustrial
In the prenrletts -JiscMssion on the purpose and objectives of the stock
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fund a definition uas provi . finltion
Mill be Hraitud to one by cc. :;on with the toy Industr.u.:? „teU
It has already bee '.shed i . U.o£ e estab-
lished the authority for . b&ed for in-
dustrial funds* The IJavy Industrial i?und furnishes on a rei, le bay
wor - .tal for such industrial-; ttd for such -elal-
type Ml pro'..i\ie st within tfo-. or be
patflmn1fai» The :... i | la a stage of rapid expansion ant"
currently employed in sane ordnance, print' .id clo, . id in all
shipyards* risus© in ether | is contempi
On the other ha m& finances procurement of certain
categories cf otoiv. plies, Materials and . • .: Fund
provides c- oods; tba atrial Fund provides tpply
service: . life operate on a returnable bae .. ,
toner of D .cturin 3 5 the Indus*
trial can be eu 1 in matarial raquirejser
.
the
performance of a so
r/ Stock Account- . opriation .iat
The Navy Stock Account, m teaul c the llavy Stock Fund*
deserves sow add «X treafc. . ..ice Us
count has receiv on» further definition will also be lir:
to ec Jen w5.th other sees utilise . rates three
m$oi' types of stor . . .rfiich differ from 1 ET in i- of
financing, accounting;, and overtoil aana®ss»ttt el ..U It is s.i.;nifie-
to observe that the sum total of the oe three accounts re:,ro-




1. The Appropriation Purchases Accour . far the largest, contained an
eleven billion dollar inventory . I iscal Year 195>'3# -This Inventory
had already been paid for by the appropriation supporting the program for
which the material will be used. The materials bought under the various ap-
propriations retain their identity to programs through inventory control
techniques.
2. The Ships Laterial Account, Ships Construction Material Account and
Shipbuilding and Conversion otor-es /account all carry inventories of material
for i'Javy industrial activities. The total value of these accounts in Fiscal
Year 19^3 was seventy million dollars, having been financed similarly to the
Appropriations Purchases Account, from using appropriations. The relatively
small value of these accounts and the fact that their discontinuance in fa-
r of special accounting classes in the Appropriation Purchases Account
.lustifies omission of them from further consideration.
3- The Navy Stock account contained a one and one half billion dollar in-
ventory beginning Fiscal lear 195>3« The material had not yet been p£id for
by using appropriations. Because of the nature of a revolving fund, that is,
faster relative movement of material, the transactions during any peacetime
year approximate the total value of the inventory carried in the Appropria-
tion Purchases Account.
Composition of c..ic Javy Stock Fund
Having studied why the Ilavy has a sx-ock fund and what the stock fund is,
we are now prepared to investigate the composi-Lxon of the stock fund, Up to now
^Aj.S,, Department of the Navy, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, import-




a degree c. .*© \m crated wit:
fund is money, M X, or both* of the word Mf\iad f ' i rise to
confusion bee M is emmon. to associate the word with noney or cad . fund
neeei not be limited to manag". the stools fund so li^.va , Hi© capital of
the and oa . cash account and a stock &4 , cash ac-
count contains • Sue of money* bock account, or Havy Stock , I the
value of the material financed by the cash account* Ihe suraaatioa of the cash
account and sboc, tal of the %vy Stock Fund*
explanation is not al mically correct because of the dim bor
such considerations as receivable**, payables m orvec which affect the bal-
ance of capital* However* for our purposes the above 9 the attri-
bute of simplicity and provides a able point of departure for eceaprefe*
sion in further die m of the stock fund*
Capital of the id
Cash and materials note up the capi: iad* ft illustrate
composition of the capital, the seal bear 1 ; will be con-
rod* Table 1 is a recapitu". I of the follow'. , JLy 1,
Lyblii t btal was v2*19G, 796,02a. was tl ted to Congr
the budget for Fiscal lear SJgj . 'this total, 1, was the net
amount ropriati- prov: : fund in pre-
th& net of ,209,011 was the result of c tioa or transfer of invent-
ories to the fund or changes due to c . .. to y< Ul
value changes as the result of cc . .onall or re\
Bieno, capitalization of inventories or a or decreases due to opera
Congressional Changes . - .he theory *&- <&* -•' °n Coo*
sessional power of tfc - the capital of th ral fu:
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Congress indirectly controls military e , n practice tills control
is almost laeani . onditures from foe fund i -le in mm
to demand of customers. limited by
appropriations made by Congrou .
During Fiscal Yoar }&$$ Congress ft] 200,000,000 to
the fund* In July a r ,300,000 II get the capital
of the ftu&V" Fhis action actually i&oav. und
beir i than outstandi, tions. :.ly, the fund was ooerati
in a state of overobl:L;;atic. . ,od, the fund was in the red# Tb
condition vas not as sorF Lcate as -we shall ob~
nerve in a discussion of the cash cd ;&on of ti. . >er 19J&
vljG0f000,0GG was made available . . an to provide working capital for'
support of addit . .material, Authority for this increase van d#~
;d from Title l\l utiich specifically provided for the trailer of cash from
balances of prior years* approprlat
Inventory Capitalisation .- 9i in the capital of I nd also re-
trait as the consequence of capi, m of inventories* A net of |llk,te)U,6li7
cans from this source in Fiscal Fear X9% as the scope of the fund was I
urily in the General Stores, Special Fitti
and Fixtures, a:v ectronics categories.
Operational ..-In the area of operations the ( 1 of the fond is af«
footed by losses o. cess or surplus materials, survey, .'
venter/, price adjiv ting ad^usteents, transportation costs and
other similar iter, Fhe total .seal Fear 195>£






Het Changes .-Ihese changes in capital, when applied against the beginning capi-
tal of S2,190,796,02i*, resulted in a net increase of fl88,J*56,58l and a June JQj
1955 reading of C2,379,252,605.
Cash Composition of the Navy Stock Fund
As in any business enterprise, the cash position of the fund is of
paramount importance* It directly affects the amount of inventory build-up
which can be effected. At the beginning oi Fiscal i'ear 1955 the cast segment
amounted to about :379,51*2iil97, of which "20l*,659,073 was obligated, thus
•I D
leaving an unobligated balance of &L7li.,835,12l*. As has already been observed.
Congress reduced available cash by |2G0,00y),Q00. A simple subtraction reveals
19
that Congress has created an overobligation of about $25,000,000. * However,
due to cash receipts exceeding expenditures, this amount was reduced to
$3lt,0GQ,0Q0. ihe $1*00,000,000 subsequently authorised for expansion contributed
to the cash position which amounted to $656,369,000 on Lecember 31, 1955, of
which $1*67,81*0,000 was unobligated.20 Thus by the addition of l&00,GQ0,000, the
125,000,000 deficit became an unobligated balance of $1*67,81*0,000. Where did th£
unaccounted-for $92,81*0,000 cone from? Ihe answer lies in the fact that
receipts from sales continued to exceed expenditures. Ihe last six months of
the fiscal year saw a corresponding irend with receipts exceeding expenditures
by $81,1*20,000. Iha resulting high unobligated balance of %$91$9b2,QQQ21 on
June 30,1955 was again cut by Congress in a rescission of &*29,000,000.22
*
^1he Havy Stock Fund, op. cit .j Statement 1.
•^At the close of fiscal Year 1953 Congress took similar action through
the passage of Public Law 179 - 83rd Congress, which resulted in an overobliga-
tien of $50,000,000.
2QThe Havy Stock Fund, op. cit., p. 5. ^Ibid .






(^orations Increase or Decrease























Capital at End of Fiscal Tear 19$$ -2, 379,252,60$
^Sources Data for this table were extracted fixaa: :iavy Department,
of Supplies and Accounts, The Kavy Stock FundU annual report for III
19$$.
A pattern is quick3y seen in the above record of authorisations and
recissions. Congress endeavors to Isoop cash for increased inventories a ecarce
naodity. As already intimated, this control elfort, although perhaps an
effective device for a poorly-administered fund, appears to be cf little conse-
quence in the operation of the Ilavy stock Fond* At tidies when toe international
situation dictates a rapid inventory expansion this device has proven to be a
deterrent to effective xaanagosent of the fund. ^
Overoblisations discussed above and in the section devoted to capital
of the fund arc not dangerous. It is recognised that the stock fund, as any
23john ;. Bsrapstead, MA Staflp of th© Bavy Stock Fund 1C93-19$2W . (unpub-




business, MUft operate on a credit basis la anticipation of recoils, iiucfa a
need is jarovided by Public Lav 179 passed by the 83rd Congress which provides
"that obligations may be ircur. U&vfe anticipated zBiaburseraeats....
to isaintain squired stock levels not inconsistent with planned operations
for the succeeding fiscal year, without regard to fiscal year limitations. M
Material Gor4position of the !&vy utock Fund
Having developed the jaake up of the cash portion, the next subject con-
corns the type of material financed by this each. Perhaps one of the most con-
troversial aspects of stock fund raanagoaent has been toe criteria for ascer-
taining what categories of material ehould be financed under the stock f
.
There have been many perplexing jtrol \ this area Which haras pi&iftttd liavy
Stock Fund mum09$ for some years* These closely associated with studies on
the subject can readily fumish convincing arguments in favor of or against the
transfer of a specific line of Material to the stock fund* The vanaintier of
this chapter will be limited to a discussion of only those categories of material
currently carried in the l&vy Stock Account or those categories for whic
(Mttiageiaent under the iJavy Stock Fund is contemplated.
Exclusions from L/tocI: -cum&s.-As a general principle, itas sMch may he included
are confined to those items for supply purposes as opposed to those held for
capital investment* Inclusions are more easily defined by first defining exclu-
sions. The following erj&usions are cited by the Department of Tksfonse*^
(1) fecal estate, installed equipment, industrial and similar inaetdnexy
and equi^Eiont issued and in use or bold in stores for future use.
(2) Aircraft, ships, tanks, military type vehicles, artillery, and
siMlar itci.is.
Although it is difficult tc draw a specific line this paragraph shall not be
construed to prevent including in Stock Funds coraponents of the foregoing
items or relatively iainor items of equipment if there is a recurring demand
for them, so Ions as they are held in stores and are not in use.
2Nj)epartraant of Defense, Directive Kumber 7U2D.1, on. cit.. p. .
* jii I I I »- » » r. . h . i ii I i u rn ' i.f. i, ! .i ii m,*'
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Inclusions in the Navy Stock l^und.-Basically the detoraiiiation of categories of
items to be included are two fold* (1) those categories of ±tas wln\ch are
issued to a rosnbor of using act *j or (2) tkose oal Items sold to
personnel of tte Navy or other agsncies of the Department of Defense.
or necessity, items carried in the Savy Stock Account must meet certain
additional criteria in accordance with good business practices if the maxamura
effectiveness of the fund is to be realised. Tho most jtaportanb of these cri-
teria follows 2^
(1) A recurring demand must exist for the item. This will assure a
repeated inventory turnover and psrevent dcrmant inventories. The need
for such a requirement is manifested in the necessity to ra&intain a
cash position such that procurements of pressing requirements are not
delayed because of la dc of funds*
(2) At this writing items having hi^h potential obsolescence are generally
excluded*
(3) Only items tftiioh liave bem. standardised are included as a fpneral role.
jn-standard items are normally included only when standardisation is
pending. This subject will be discussed at greater length at the end
of this chapter,
jor catosoriss of material initially financed under the Stay Stock
Fund are oooEaoa electronics, general stores, vehicular equl^sassit sspair partsj
special shipboard electrical fittings and fixtures, clothing (including special
dothins and clothing and small stores), Ship's Store and Commissary Store stock,
tedieal and Dental, Blood Flasroa aid relate*! items, provisions, fuels and re-
nted items, and ships repair parts.
At this point it is desirable to momentarily dwell on the llavy's divi-




desirable for undci^standing the decentralisation of management and for proper
orientation in the discussion of catcreries, both of itiich are treated in this
chapter,
*A category of material is a major groining of items for supply manaco-
nent purposes, generally related, to basic material logistics organisation, which
nay include all cr parts of a number of classes of material. *** Uicwn in Table
2 are brief descriptions of the categories of naval iaaterial preceded by the
respective inventory or program manager and a cognisance s$abol or code Which in
itself identifies the category and inventory manager* Additionally, the account
in which the material is carried is indicated* IJhox© appropriation Purchases
Account ie in parenthesis, the categories are those fitting the criteria for
Kavy Stock Account material for which no plan3 for transfer have yet been
formulated and approved, ^7
The contents of Table 2 lead us to the Navy Stock Fund Charter statement
of material to be carried in the Bavy stock Account inventory.
Inventories* WJJL materials procured and/cr stored in the 5-Javy supply
system for issue for maintenance and operating purposes are authorised to be
carried in the Ilavy Stock ; und. Normally this will include all consumable
types of material and relatively minor items of equipment, induing parts
and components used in the mmmacture, assembly, Ktaintcnance or rebuild of
end-items for the military supply system.*^
The above quotation continues by stating the categories of material to
be initially financed under the ilavy Stock Fund and further statin;: that "all
other categories of material (including spare parts) authorised to be carried in
the Ilavy Stock Fund shall be included as seditiously as possible*
*
m\mi®&
^^tj.s. Department of the Havy, Ih^au of Supplies and Accounts ;«airjal,
. Publication !io, 1, Vol. I, par, IhbbW.,'
'
^IJ.S. Department of the Ilavy, «Havy Comptroller IJriefs," UkWXU- P3J6Q,
vol, H, Ho, 10, Gct,~Itov, 1955, p, 3*
. • Department of the Ilavy, Bureau of Sullies and Accounts, Ingbiue-
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Tim expansion envisioned tgr the Charter has boon ©seditious. In Table
2 the account (A?A or USA) is underlined for tliose categories initially fin-
anced under the stock fund. The asterisks indicate those categories for \&ich
transfers are in various stages oC completion. Close inspection of liable 2
reveals that the remaini; ogorie- 'iterial uhich fit i&e definition of
stock fund material are enclosed in parentheses. These categories m$ "oro-
nautical liaterial, fecial Devices and Replacement parts, and Ordnance Bepair
Parts.
Standard Stock and nonstandard Sto&c.-Generally the inventory manager for each
of the cognizance symbols listed in "able 2 is a ilavy bureau or an activity
known as a supply demand control point* Siese offices control detenainatLon of
requirements, procurement, distribution, osal, and ot" slated
supply functions. During the procurement process a Federal Stor »r is
assigned by the Office of catal } of the Separtoent of Defense, to each
Item repetitively used, procured, stocked or distributed. Each item assigned a
Federal Stock dumber must be properly identified in accordance with Department
of Defense cataloging re^iilotlons. materials having boon affStfflWri Federal Stock
lumbers axe considered as toting "standard stock.* Certain Btaterllle not under
centralised inventory control of bureaus or supply demand control points are
assigned stock Bunkers by holding activities. These so-called "local stock
numbers" are similar to Federal Stock numbers in that they too are constructed ity
accordance with the sac© regulations. However, they are eaaaarked in the struc-
ture of the stock number as being local stock numbers and, there fora, non-
standard stock.
Traditionally the iiavy Ctcck Fund yas used to finance only standard
stock items. Lack of probable recurring demand for nonstandard steel: «M the
laager underlying reason for this policy. Imovement was usually slow end obso-
lescence potential hi#i. Secretary of .defense Kesulations require e^xlusion of
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individual iteiae act fully developed . o or application and that they not bo
stocked as standard Material for centinulsic nse.^ Conae -ixl
stock was the subject of local procurewent and induction into the Appropriation
PurcIiacGs Account,, bdth finane' -.'Qia the local Maintenance cr special
alloteaent •
This | of flnftlH onstandard stock resulted in conplex proce-
dures for pxc-curesaent, stocking, issue, and accounting* Through trials con-
ducted on several categories of aonctaiidard stock at several activities It was
determined that nancing simplified the financing procurement,
accounting;, and control of nonstandard items having a recurring deisand. Further,
uiiniiKum difficulty and loss to the fund ^ould result provided sound irsercl-iandising
principles ware followed to balance input and expenditures, and <od
stock levels were used*
lliUliTltn^jj allotraenfce are now provided to field activities for pMfm
curerient of nonstandard stock at the local level.3° Nonstandard items are
funded only when standardization is pending or ihen items are stocked as sub-
stitutes for standard • Of course. La placed on standard iteiaa
whenever feasible and standardization of nonstandard items having a recurring
Efcaaand. Obviously one-tiiae, non-recurring requirements are financed by requiring
appropriations unless the material is required for toy Stock Fund mnufacturing
job orders.
Organisation for nient
The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts has responsibility to the Secretary
of the Havy for administration of the Havy Stock Fund. However, this
29
., Department of tofertse, h ctll iber 7l*20.1, o . ,'.t%, p. 8«
3&U «'.'.. •epartment of the Uavy, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Instruo >
tion number lm3*k, Aag, 19, !$££•
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administration :' .in the policy statonents, regulata-ons, and procedures
issued by higher authority,
..'St of all, \xs, are already familiar with Title IV, the Congressional
authorisation for vorkirv'-cinital funds, Under the authority of Tin© IV,
coordination of various policy directives and stock fund regulations is accom-
plished by the Assistant Secretary of N (Comptroller), h-JLs coordination
assures standardised operation of stock funds throughout the Dep&rtz&aat of
i>ofense* As previously rientionod, the initial .:ttions for all stock funds,
issued ty the Department of Defense, rjanerally adopted the procedures already
sstahlished in the operation of the i'*avy itock Fund.
:.Iiin the Navy* adtalnistration of the Navy Stock Fund is the responsi-
bility of the Chief of tfc Of Supplies and Accounts (Pa^iastcr-Genc^ral of
the I&wy), *sho & '. od direction and nanarjement of the fund to an Administra-
tor of the Tfevy Sto«ic Fund*
Below this level pegran jaana^rs (supply demand ccs&rol
points), Eadh wtWtgWT has responsibility for one or more of the categories of
Bftterial lifted in Table 2, The final chain of administration is the control
the s ; hwiand control points exercise over fiel ly officers, These
officers nay be responsible to several control points far local procurement,
distribution, issue, storage, and other supply functions*

CHAPTER IV
FINANCIAL AND PROPERTY ACCOUNTING
The next logical consideration in a study of the Navy Stock Fund is its
aethod of obtaining funds and of accounting for funds and materials. We al-
ready know what the fund is and that it operates on a revolving basis, the ve-
hicles being the Navy Stock Fund and the Navy Stock Account, Methods of obtain-
ing funds and accounting for funds and materials are features thus far men-
tioned only in passing.
Budgeting and Allotments, and Financial Accounting
Discussion of the composition of the fund in Chapter II did establish
that Congress regularly gave and took funds depending on the cadi position of
the fund at the time. With respect to these funds, this section will accentu-
ate budgeting and allocation and financial accounting.
Budgeting
Navy Stock Fund program managers, through a detailed line item computa-
tion of requirements for the budget year, estimate the funds required for pro-
curements. The requirements computation is based on the Navy plan or program
objectives for the budget year as issued b^ the Chief of Naval Operations and
amplified by Navy Department bureaus.
The Stock Fund requirements of all program managers are consolidated by
the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Tliis budget is reviewed by the Assistant




Defense, the Bureau of t
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B - OLly Cotr;ress« In t words, t.
normal executive b osdores are aahered to.
On© important c Um from the recess Is that the pvi»
fcion requested for Hit $avy Stock i-und is L7 no means the sum total
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the it*
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tion or no change in the appropriatio. . ire-
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Gram managers on the basis of requirements :. .. •
Pror^pam managers in turn are authorised to molae sub-alloc .: ac-
tivities for local purchases. Monthly all. orbs SfttbBltt warn
gram managers facilitate the reports req sa and
Accounts in tlio ,ticnal accounting prcce... . | ro; orte I wq as a
palatial ruiie in granting of subsequent quarterly alloiroenl .
Cash Accounting
Obligations! account rves as a .it tool for controlli.
rates of expenditure* Gash accounting on the other hand is purely for purpc
of keeping an accurate reflection of the %fy Stock .ance on tho books
of tin ay (Cash; 1 1724911 . , *s are d to
that account and d HWianfcS are drawn from th.
Cash receipts," Lonal ap ropriatlons are credited to the cash account
«hen additional wori:in;; capital .'., oriised* Otbsr receipts are the result
of issues of Eavy Jtock Account material with a charge to other rlati;
cash sains to othor ^over/oaeat agencies or sales to other author ersonnel*
Monthly reports made by supply cor* or disbar. It in the
monthly accumulation of all such transact';- .... reasure account is then
adjusted hj a credit to the Navy ! and a charge to the other appropria-





« -Fxreaditures are similarly recorded as the result of Con-
gprsssional rssclBsiopi berlals . n transactions result
in a char-e to the Treasury account*
taintenanoe of a Favorable Cash Lent-There is no stft formula for computing
liquid cash needs* A .. variable factors must rocs..' ".ate c
sideration* Maintenance of a favorable '.s a measure of the effi-
ciency of management of the fund. Tho following lists several of tho factors
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governing the cadi positions
(1) Invostoents for the purpose of increar. .1 stock levels*
(2) Outstan.iin;; obligations at m on tinje since these will ultlraately
becope cash disbursements.
(3) Bain .. will offset cash disburse. -
(a) Procuresaent lead tiae or tisae elapsing fra.: $g
to date reeo .
.-jcssity for fluctuations ac result of heavy seaaona
(6) Period m in the reI B»nt cycle,
Becords and BeportS and scanting
Major sources Of - ~al aiv ..ries
when BOH categories are inducted into the Havy .at and from procure-
ment of materials for r&rintenance M4 stock, levoic. Qsafo account
having been accomplished it r*a&ins t t for the S in 'the custody of
the supply officers until those flare* arc ad the fund is relxftnirse- *
This Cv t : siting for th Stock a of the .took
Fund. This :L * financial re-orbin~ and property reporting for invento:.
I well as item & $ and .ion ac
Thus the report}. s to 1> nssed fac euntability
and inventory iaana..$nexit«
Becor
The basic d for all s accounting ana reports is the Stock -jecord
Card , mm cards contain a running inventors «
transactions are recoxxied on then* An auxiliary card coat » and a val-
uation of the p »Stock I Cards ai itainec or
raanially cr aeciianically# with each itera off ,. sa ried in stuck at It**

Lty being reeor~ att individual card* The following I. R§*
aontial to an understanding of ben StMl to
•odt
1, Kach itcsa of liavy WB *$£%»& ty ek-
2. Sin fltfft four ,s of tit* •:',;• si-
fication to l&ttib IN ite.
gro of related . : m the b:isis of "v... &y are tt or "heir thoy are
useo" and provides a tool ffl *nt* ?ho r. ceven char*
actors of the Federal umber is called the Federal Itorn , ification
Numler.
3« ".-jced to federal Stock ilurabers arc ?,e «yi&>oii (goo lable 2)
which i entify His category il and the inventory nana.-jor*
Federal Stock Ihanbers are recorded on itoclc tj the
stores a in which the M carried* For aate.. In the Havy
Steel mt the cards are filed by o
cation, .xleral Zttn Xdtaffei i iber la « -he arrangessent
its reporting by oaterial category and T^y class within th.
Quarterly stocl; status re orts are sub: .or
bach cognisance sy:. . - ~j normally i al
Inventory d
or effective inventory eontr I
,
rta
jjont; entities on hand and due in, replenishable m wad
mnti
.
lenenti i ; infer- » him tl








Accounting for stores involves px-o;.orty, appropriation* anil ao
bou- for n ..-, expenditu. ' inventories of stores* $fcl erty ac-
Hwadiiig piiaae covers an analysis of receipt© and esspendiiurt::
arts as by «pp tdon ami
>roject order or ail. . st accounts <. .nalysia of a Lturea
tepezKiiture lauBunt classification Bad object class:' . 'im rec •nd
peporto necessary to -h these anal .re part of stores ace: .32
J&em jal&g into tl. a above tjjppaa of aceoun a ast-
ifork of r .; utilized to convey t .'comtion on appropriation and
ujc^ vm field act s to var of the Many
>roperty ace ,ined through the system required for
sf data to prepare tL . . i rotor :.re
isod for rstlve . -is and tion of re-
torts required 6




3*Be porting for Hananpnent . ^ n • cit», p.
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total valise of jaai
in etc: the maaUi heinc reworked*
doc-- .»ilitgr of th S If officer £ 8N
suhriitted Tagr Its
;.aace 9 tmm .coal
auditing an'' 'olidatlea*
Bitted to - ... .. | for further con.se „ ne
data reporte idea the vital infomatlon used I m
^ntorj control, Fraa this source inforiaatioxi on total Savy m
TOetaeob and transactions is availab;. ,
Si limy $%mk ,-eria! is reported sf balance sheets*
There is, however > a .ocoun.. -sent and
re. ortiag j i .. i bale i$& submit- '.eal aa*
tal | | i -Store
tch* xi i - t cnaxi .ular." 1 en-
tial . of t&ase
divisions, for I , .as a different degree of exactness in ,. ecountabilt:
Their operation ac p .rt of the stock fund, however, is in aci . « with re
lations and, for our pwrp&& la is all that rarOl^ matters* For -os
of t; .,>er al.; rs about the »1; f* division because it
in this area that recent e:*|mnsiGn and future clon is pr sfe*
,-ts






recorded as well* From ' iy officers » ;iiarterly
:ial Inventory Control import, £he report is submitted to the Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts, to the bureau '. '.oreot in the category
(such as the ff Aeronautics to whos the ArJUfci : cli-
nically responsible for aeronautical repair parts), and to the inventory m
ger# The Financial Inventory Centre? . .. ,t be r '..'table with the
throe stores balance sheets I . >nthly
use of fttpeft a caaplete statistical analysis of the transac-
tions in each stores class of each cater-osy can bo accomplished, dollar
fonaat:on thus reported leraents the quantitative information * in-
wantorr . ors in stock status re Q . It also g as a Best useful
agexacnt tool for such elerae: Itin
..,
cate-
gorical material T&&&V tireraente, review of performance of I
ventox-y nd review of district: and losses and so*}
posal* finally, the report affords an oloaent of checks -
its reconcili iion wit. .ee sheet which the fis-
cal officer.
Conae'. inanctal Inventory Control
A Financial Inventory Control l ed by I
plies and Accounts and dislr . artfl
Bevy-wide com /vlons of i Inaneial Inventory Gent) .:.. Iztee all 1
ply activ . ,-ts and since nonstandard ox | \
reported, the inventory H iffll dataeste:.
range than that covered in stock
jnthly oe
Another eegnlianott report, the I-i-ntiily h&port of i s by Cc
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nisanco, i ilted monthly to ti art*
su ply - •. :. "fca arc co 4 and co: ois are f
warded to inventory at . I the iv v ; the report eo
ijioo of iiateri.3.. '..hus % Wt has ation of
volirae*
General
Hm 03 aecr g been limited in sco i purp-..
being to establish the fact fc wcfe controls do .. as an essential 11
to effective . ff the : u:,:U the pr ' and financial re-
ports discussed are ccHarprchonslve reports based on information extracted from
H voI'exjs of transactions and rel tod docmen .
parizaents in toe field are organised to cell ct an:;, recor. l for these re-
ports either manually or median . /tod fr. on has
been the t ous amount of activity *Moh t OS ftfid ls event.. '©-
corded in these reports, that iss s3 , reo asfer
of inventories between c-crs, to men. . w. 1 o we are prl
Barily concerned with an -1 look at the *tovy Stock
will be exploration in this direction.
!Javy Stock Fund ba
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1. triplex, ly perfom*
ance in - a eo -r«
2. r.
.
.:. .r basis Is acre control.
3. r ro.ort. f
.
and t .-ass or lack of against plans*
km ollur reoortl sey problaa are. .
Stock status item reporting la na tttlal adjunct to raanagoraont of in-
ventories but its 1 «nce and the significance of the i2.in.atia of detail I
, each higher level at' . 'Xherefore, 9$ <oral t j -tern
not used ^asxmt technique higher than 1- ol of fee in-
ventory jfiap* It is true and unfortunate that the infers*. ..
able for perusal o, „ t*$
because the soul requentlv od in with respect to details of the
budget ccnt-lrroes to le the rule rather t , B habit diverts
and diseoura ts in the direction of a .
the other hand, doll ~r financial r-
a and all zloiy- the line ar .it in making all- ^:.,rtant decisions
which are primarily based on revlev and eralua t financial data*
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operations of tie stock mm
Although it is not possible to be all inclusive within the limited pur-
pose of this paper, this chapter will enunserato on some of the more fasdanftfital
o^eratinc: policies associated with the sto^
iniifacturing, Processing. liepair, and Preservation of Stock
la&en the relationship of demand to stock position warrants replenishment
of Navy Stock Account material by repair, or when manufacture, processing, or
preservation of stocks is required} the cost of these operations are financed by
Savy Stock Fund allotments or limitations in the form of authorizations issued
by program managers. She so authorisations finance the cost of all labor and
i Material^ and in the case of manufacturing, overhead* 3*
iSanufacturing and processing operations are normally a function of the
Jtevy Industrial Fund and are not authorised for stock funds* I la?ever, since the
stock funds in the Havy had a considerable head start on industrial funds and
pas already performing these operations, stock fund financing of minor processing
has been authorised for those shops already in existence. «*5
Some work is accomplished by issuing stock account material to the
industrial Fund at standard prices for processing at Industrial Fund financed
3%"«G«, Department of the liavv-, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts i-ianual,
%>. cit«j par* 23029-2 and k*
3?U*S., :jepartuent of the i-Javy, bureau of Supplies and Accounts, instruct




activities. The final article is then transferred at the new cost from the
Industrial Fund to the stock account* . al is for the avy Sto«fc Fund to
absorb the cost of the work done and, after price adjustae-nt*. tc ;ost
on to its customers at ttanrisTd prJJO***
idnor repair or in-storcvp aoi vtion, although a
suppler administrative expense, ced through the stock iv.md provided
recovery of the cost is assured in application of a surcharge to the standard
prices.*
Losses
Losses to stock fund sEtterial mst be forecast in order that they E*ay he
recovered by inclusion in a price surcharge* formal lossc. % be due to:
cijustr.ients of book inventories or of control accounts, to bring thara into agree
nsent with physical inventories and stock records respectively; losses on sale or
disposal of material including price reduction to effect disposition of slow
moving stocks; inventory write-down or losses due to shrinkage, fire, theft*
s, and shortages in transit* It is no easy jaat-ar to predict these losses^
however it must be done so that surcharges will automatically offset losses as
they occur* These losses are normally accounted for as they do occur*
;es
A basic difference betaken stock fund operations and commercial xetail
practice is that onl^ certain specific direct expenses &m paid from stock funds
and thereafter are recovered through the standard price* Expenses charged to
stock funds are first destination transportation, raa^or repairs of stock account
material, expenses of preparation and sale of surplus, excess, or salvage
3°b, ., 'epartent of Defense, ilemorandaa fron Assistant Secretary of
Defense tc ocretary of the Amny, liavy and Air Force, subject? "Pro-
posed Uniform Report I'orms for Stock Fund Operations and --omorandura on Accounting
and Budgeting for Stock Funds." (undatod)*

material. As previously mentioned tt^pema* incurred ia preservation and minor
repairs may be charged to the stock: fund, pnoral principle,, indirect
expenses as -well as most direct expenses not mentioned a, re charged to
other appropriations.
oh has been written on what should and what should not be included in
standard prices. Standard pricing is a ualt and by no means exact science.
To reduce the problem to its simplest terms tte following eleiasnts are included
in standard pricing of each itemP^
1. Current market or production cost i'tea*
2. Transportation costs to first point of destination-from contractor or
manufacturer to the stock fund supply system.
3. Surcharges to compensate th© stock fund for all foreseable not lossoe
and expenses relating to each item*
Standard pricing is of paramount importance in any retail or wholesale
operation. It provides uniformity, accuracy, and simplicity in accounting and
inventory control functions. Standard pricing techniques are used tfaFOttgheut
the Department of Defense. In the Kavy, program managers establish prices for
standard stock and reeeiv5.ng sapply officers establish prices for nonstandard
stock. Sag standard techniques it is probable that prices in different
departments will be comparable, thereby facilitatinc cross servicl: :, n addi-
tion, material held for differc. poma cr in different strat ion level
such as mobilisation reserves and operatic lea will be identically priced.
"tf#S*j department oi irective dumber 7^20.
1




A review of prices is made as frequently as sound business practice
BHMadates, but at least once annually* Ihese reviews have the affect of pro-
tecting the capital of the fund against price fluctuation and of stating inven-
tory value in terms of current economic levels* A&oettgn standard prices are
the goal through price reviews it aa .:o*and necessary to vary prices on
regional basis* Price reviews and revisions MM costly and time consuming and
thoir frequency is based on criteria established by inventory mwiftjfW who beep
current with fluctuations in market prices* Vw categories, classes, or items
in which there is a heavy investment or price fluctuations or. Luent or vio-
lent, price reviews and revisions are required accordingly*
:-"tet Cost
The operation of the stock fund contemplates a "break-even" basis* The
use of current market cost as a basis for setting stand ard prices is in conson-
ance with the "break-even" philosophy in that the full cost, whether greater or
less than cost of acquisition, of replacing stock is passed on to the custodier*
Another advantage of $B*t cost is that the method serves to
provide a realistic price relationship between similar items and between cate-
gories of material*
Current market prices are determined by U3e of recent procureirsent docu-
aente, current laanufacturers price lists, recent procurements of similar items
or from other available evidence* The use of market prices simplifies budget
preparation for consumers and places cost of stock fund material used in esti-




'lb© cost of transportation to -fee point the material is received into
the supply systeia is included in stock fund prices. From this point on, intra-
departmental transportation costs are borne by appropriations other than the
stock fund. Such a system has the advantage of assigning the same price to
.saterial uhether purchased f*o*b* point of origin or destination* Transporta-
tion costs are not always readily available. Therefore they are frequently
estimated cr apportioned 'between categories of material contained in the satae
shipments* Percentage factors based on recorded experience are the normal means
for developing these estimated costs*
Surcharges
A surcharge is included in the- standard price tor the purpose of pro-
viding compensation to the stock fund for all foreseeable losses and expenses,
£his technique preserves the capital of the fund by passing loss and expense on
to the customer* To a degree the use of a surcharge provides a yardstick to
taoasure the effectiveness of supply manageaaent control over losses* If effec-
tive, budgeting is simplified in that additional funds noBd not be te quested ftraa
Congress to cover deficits resulting from losses or expenses.
..•reseeable losses ai.fit be pilferage, damage* deterioration, obsoles-
cence, and destruction by fixe* i-iajor or extraordinary losses cannot be expected
to be covered by heavy surcharges and are properly the subject of an appropria-
tion request for an increase of capital*
Reduced Prices
In certain instances material may be carried in stock in varying degrees
of serviceability* It might be the result of used material returned to the fun&j
damage to material in store, age of Tutorial or other causes for a decline in the
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newness of material. Such materials are reduced in price to encourage economy
of operations. Normally the price reduction will be the estimated amount nec-
essary to restore the them to a new condition and is properly computed by appli-
cation of percentage factors to the standard price. The percentage factors have
been developed from experience and are assigned according to the condition
classification of the material. Condition classifications are identified by
assignment of a code to the item. By knowing that a condition code of an item
with standard price of $1,00 indicates the item is in fair condition and the per+
centage of standard price to be applied for items of fair condition is 60%, then
the new price for the item would be $«6$* Obsolescent items may also be reduced
in price to the point where their use is encouraged.
Administrative Expenses
Such expenses are procurement, warehousing, redistribution, repacking
and handling are excluded from standard prices and are not financed by the stock
fund. Tiiis practice keeps the stock fund operation in a neat controllable
package more susceptible to Congressional review. Further, the need for cost
accounting expenses attributable to the stock fund and those attributable to
non-stock fund inventories is aleviated.
The problem of determining what expenses should be included in prices is
analagous to the dilemna incident to establishing prices for inventory evalua-
tion purposes. It has often been said that the cost principle is easy to state
but difficult to apply. The following exemplifies this dilemma:
Judgment must be exercised in determining *foat costs ought to be in-
cluded and a consistent policy must be followed. It is generally accepted
practice to exclude from inventory costs that share of jeneral and adminis-
trative expense not clearly related to production. However, exclusion of all^
overhead charges from inventory ccsts would not constitute acceptable
accounting practice. Then too, abnormal costs of various nature may be of
such magnitude as to require omission. Some examples are excess spoilage,
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rehandling costs and idle facility expense. 3"
Variances
An unfamiliar term up to this point, variance is raerely the difference
between the standard stock price and the actual costs of materials, supplies, and
equipment recorded when wavy Stock I;und purchases are received and recorded at
standard prices. Price variances are recorded to shew the following accounts
separately: (1) surcharges for transportation; (2) surcharges for losses,
adjustments, and expenses; (3) surcharge for repair and preservation of stock|
(1*) standard price increases due to reclassification or condition; (5) revi-
sion of standard prices; and (6) purchase cost variances.™
Returns of Materials, Supplies, and Equipment
Materials, supplies, and equipment returned to the Hwy Stock Account
for various reasons are charged to that account aid credited to the appropria-
tion concerned in an amount based on the standard price and an allowance for con«*
dition of the materials. Excepted from this procedure are capitalized inven-
tories and receipts of materials which cannot be related to any appropriation
Cor credit purposes.
Stock Sales, Issues, Transfers and Reimbursement s
Normally no stock fund material is issued, sold, or transferred unless
the fund is reimbursed. This reimbursement takes the form of monthly accounting
adjustments discussed in Chapter IV, In order to prevent expansion of inventor-
ies of stock fund material not under the control of the Navy Stock Fund issues
are limited to estimated current needs. Typical of this situation are the
38j, B, Heckert and J, D, Wilson, Controllership, The Work of the
kccounting Executive, (New York: Benald Press Go,, 1952;, p, 253.
3?U,S,, Department of Defense, Directive Number 7lt20.1, op. cit,, p. 19.
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stocks of material carried in the storerooms of vessels other than stores supply
ships, These materials have been issued from the Navy Stock Account with a
charge to the operating allotments of ships and consist of stock levels estab-
lished by fleet logistics plans*
Transfers to the Industrial Fund are on a reimbursable basis* However,
transfers to and from the Navy Stock Account and Appropriations Purchases Account
of material properly carried in the account to which it is being transferred is
generally on a non-reimbursable basis.
New categories of materials transferred to the Navy Stock Account are
capitalised in that account without reimbursement to the appropriation initially
financing the purchase* There are exceptions to this procedure in which with-
drawal credits may be established to the credit of an appropriation which \has
transferred material provided that appropriation is financially strapped by the
loss of the material to the extent of being unable to carry on budgeted programs.
The need for resorting to this procedure in the Navy has been negated because
transfers have been for the most part so scheduled that execution date for a
transfer was far enough in the future to permit inclusion of forecasted require-
ments in the budget for the fiscal year in which the transfer was scheduled*
Transfers of Navy Stock Account material between accountable supply
officers who render Navy Steele Account Balance Sheets are not reimbursable be-
cause the material never leaves the stock account. Rather, there is a transfer
of accountability reflected in the stores returns of both supply officers*
Disposition of Excess Property and Sales of Salvage and Scrap
Regulations are in effect for disposal of excess materials and for
material salvage and scrap. In general other government agencies are given first
opportunity to use excess property at a price mutually agreed upon* The stock
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fund category concerned is charged for all expenses incident to property dis-
posal and is credited with gross proceeds from sales or transfers*
Stratification and Fractionation
Stratification is a management tool applies to all stores accounts
primarily aimed at segmentary inventories by the purpose for which they are held,,
Through the stratification of the inventory, stocks on hand are all subject to
monetary separation and accounting for actual stocks on hand into: operating
stocks; mobilization reserves and excess-economic reserve; contingency reserve;
and excess for disposal.
Fractionation is also applied to property in the Navy Stock Account.
Identification of stock is accomplished through stock numbers. Included as a
part of the code prefixed to a Federal Stock Number is a fraction code which
indicates the frequency of demand oi the item. Fraction codes assigned to
materials are prominent in such determinations as stock status reporting fre-




Recalling the stated purpose of this paper it -.:as to achieve a better
understanding of the Navy Stock Fund. To be sure many things have been left
unsaid. For the :iot/fc part emissions fall in the area of detailed operating
policies, methods, and procedures which undergo frequent changes and are not
essential to an understanding of the fund concept. We , however, conclude
by analyzing the effectiveness of the 15avr Stock Fund and by consider ;ssibl^
areas of improvement.
Effectiveness
The i-iavy Stock Fund might be referred to as a government owned pur-
chasing and distributing corporation of supply items with offices all around the
world. Congress might be the Board of Directors, the Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts the president, and the supply demand control points the plant managers.
Each control point is assigned decentralized responsibilities for managing
specific categories of material. Funds are furnished them for procurement of
stocks, A small portion of these funds are further granted to field supply
officers for procurement of nonstandard stocks. Control is exercised by manage-
ment through periodic financial and fidelity reporting procedures.
Location of most supply demand control points is such that they are
strategically scattered in event of enemy attack and are located in appropriate
industrial areas. To them the Navy Stock Fimd affords a convenient method of
purchasing, wholesale distribution, and reimbursable retail issue of items in
U8

common use fcy naval forces around the globe. The funds of the liavy L>tock Fund
are utilised for procurement of materials vhieh are distributed to wholesale
and retail representatives of control points throughout the naval establishment.
Issues on a cost plus expense basis are made with financial adjustments which
reimburse the fund. Althourji ':• and profit and loss techniques
have been adopted the objective of management is to achieve a "aero" profit.
eneral Evaluation
How effective has the fund been? Any answer less than "most rjratifyin
would not do the fund justice. Hie "avy Stock Fund has already survived the tum-
ultuous periods of throe wa:-. "pronounced by inany to be a remark-
able success."^ u-bcordttee of the Committee on Government operations was
"generally impressed with the I k2 system for financing tad inven-
tories of common-use standard-stock items. •*&
Economy and fiiciency
Use of the liavy Stock Fund lias caused stressing accurate and effective
procurement to prevent dollars being tied up in useless inventories. Although
not strictly on our subject, the cjcperience of the Air Force in setting up a
Clothing division of tne .air Force Stem l is typical of the economy and ef-
ficiency afforded by use of the iiavy Stock Fund. On the assumption that sales
for Fiscal loar 1953 would be „>210 miXLicn it was planned to purchase si;GO rail-
lion in clothing to augsiant stock. Stock Fund reports prcved on the lasis of
past issues that this estimate was out of line. Actual sales proved to be only
million. entuy the - orce is now going throu
process as is the Havy, Stock Pond sales eacli year are greater than expenditures.
*hl»S#j Congress, 1 military Supply lianageaont, Third Intermediate Heport
of the Committee on Government > orations, July lo, i95>3, (W«»Mngton4 Govern-









Relating to the Air Force and Navy operation of holding new procure-
ment down lower than expenditures, stock funds are offering economy th rough
reduced maintenance costs for warehousing, handling, preservation and other
overhead expenses.
Performance Budget
One of the most important requirements of the performance type budget
envisioned under Title IV is that expenses of operation for any program be kept
current with those operations. Without the stock fund we have seen that in-
ventoiy procurement has very limited relationship to immediate needs. A cost
of material is lodged against allotments as soon as procurement has been con-
summated even though that material may be intended for use 18 months hence.
However
; use of the stock fund permits holding of the material in trust until
the very day its use is desired. Thus the performance bu.iget concept will not
be effective unless broad use is made of working capital funds. ^ In the Navy
use of the Navy Stock Fund and the Navy Industrial Fund are rapidly expanding
in coverage thereby adding more meaning to the budgetary process.
Congressional Control
Bearing a close relationship to the advantages afforded the performance
budget idea, is the added Congressional' control the stock fund provides. Con-
gress reviews separate appropriations for stock funds and for maintenance and
operations. Stock fund appropriations are based upon stock level requirements
while maintenance and operation appropriations are based upon cost of consump-
tion. Thus an added measure si control and one in keeping with the performance
budget concept is provided. If appropriations were made only for procurements
for immediate use or for stocking in the Appropriation Purchases Account such




dual control would not exist.
Stock Levels
The stock fund has allowed flexibility in the Navy in its ability to
maintain stock level positions based on forecasted requirements irrespective
of the fiscal year or availability of appropriated funds© (The apportionment
process does impose a restrictive element, however. ) Since purchases are not
charged to operating appropriations, overstocking and understocking is avoided
as long as good inventory control principles are adhered to. This observation
is attested to by the annual situation where purchases are exceeded fey sales.
Savings
It is difficult to assess the value of the stock fund with respect to
savings realised as a result of its use. nox.rever, the saving potential becomes
apparent in considering that when items are transferred to the stock account
these items were normally carried in several different categories of material
and duplicate controls were effected by the several inventory managers, in the
Appropriation Purchases Account, ixcept under unusual conditions it is reason-
able to deduct that elimination of duplication and overlapping of supply func-
tion does result in savings. A ps.rcholos ical effect also pla,ys a part in sa-
vings. Customers and stock lund managers bear a buyer-seller relationship. Cus-
tomers of Appropriation Purchases Account material are not particularly inter-
ested in cost because the material has been paid for. In drawing materials from
the Navy Stock Account the customer has a real awareness of the price tag. Each
withdrawal will result in a charge to an operating allotment. Thus the fund
has engendered a "cost consciousness" attitude and has led to savings by requir-






We have observed in Chapter III those categories of material carried in
or being contemplated for transfer to the stock fund. Aeronautical* Special
Training Devices and Ordnance materials are stock fund type materials still fi-
nanced by other appropriations, Dollarwise the largest of these categories is
the aeronautical category to which this discussion will be limited. Material
considered as potential stock fund material are those types fitting the criteria
set forth in Chapter III. Generally they are of a consumable nature. It has
not as yet been contemplated to put capital items or items that were not strict-
ly standard commercial consumption type items, into the stock funds. ^
In announcing the transfer of certain General purpose Forms and Publica-
tions to the stock fund and the planned transfer of initial stocks or additional
stocks of photographic, ships, submarine, and automotive repair parts to the
stock fund the Navy Comptroller announced that "the program is in implementation
of the principle to carry most stocks of a replenishable nature ultimately in
the Navy Stock Fund."^
The question prompted by the above quotation is "what do we mean by
•most stocks 1 ". Ihis could mean exclusion of aviation materials and perhaps is
specifically directed at aviation materials because this has been a highly explo-
sive subject in many Navy circles.
Transfers of material to the stock fund are made with the objective of
increasing economy and efficiency. These transfers will eliminate unnecessary
k^U.S., Congress, Implementation Title IV , op. cit ., p. 127.
^U.S., Department of the Navy, Navy Comptroller Briefs , NAVIXQS PI36O,






duplication of items, reduce the overall investment in Navy inventories, maxi-
mize utilization of material, facilitate standardization, improve industry-mil-
itary relationships, and reduce the administrative e generated by unneces-
sary multiple management of material* I would say that because of the nature
of the materials involved that this philosophy applies to ordnance and special
training materials as equally as it do-, s to ships' repair and electronics parts,
but perhaps aviation is in a peculiar class of its own.
During the past several ars, the Bureau of Aeronautics, the technical
bureau concerned, and the Aviation Supply Office, the inventory manager, has
pursued an active policy of transferring general stores and electronic type mat-
erials to appropriate inventory managers. Materials transferred have been those
in coraaon use or susceptible to common use within the Navy. However, other gen-
eral materials known as "general aeronautical materials" and electronics mater-
ials which are of such a nature that they are peculiar to the aeronautical pro-
gram only have not been transferred. Since these materials are generally in
common use among aeronautical activit; ties and even among several specific air-
craft programs it is perhaps appropriate that a stock fund segment be sponsored
at the Aviation Supply Office for fhe*« m-.terials. The problem goes even fur-
ther, however, for the bulk of aeronautical materials in quantity and value are
accessories, airframes and ordnance items which are outside the common electron-
ics or multi-use general aeronautic categories. Since items falling in these
areas are usually limited in their use to a specific aircraft program it does
not appear desirable to transfer them to the stock fund.
There are many arguments for and against transfers of aeronautical mat-
^"U.S., Department of the Navy, Navy Comptroller Instruction 7100. 2li 3





erials to the stock fund. Pros and cons seem to be fairly well in balance.
The magnitude of the problem prevents thorough consideration, however one fac-
tor which the writer believes to be the major factor in reaching a decision will
be briefly treated.
The military aeronautical program including the guided missile programs,
shared by both aviation and ordnance, are plagued with design changes as is no
other military program. True, daily changes occur in the electronics equipments,
however, changes here are primarily in circuitry or components, the parts of
which are readily standardized or are already in common-use and commercially
available. Aeronautical design changes have the affect of making millions of
dollars worth of property obsolete, good only for sale as scrap, Such design
changes are daily occurences in the early life of any model aircraft and be-
come less frequent as the operating aircraft is perfected. Since many aircraft
assemblies and parts are purchased on the basis of lasting the life of the mod-
el and, in order to assure concurrent delivery of aircraft and supporting spare,
are ordered before stabilization of the design, losses are considerable wnen de-
sign changes declare parts obsolete. Herein lies a major obstacle to stock fund
financing. Can the stock iund sustain these loss as or can methods of aeronauti-
cal procurements be adjusted to permit effective opera ta. on under the more de-
sirable stock fund method of inventor control?
Shipboard Inventories
It was established in Chapter 7 that Navy Stock Account material car-
ried on board ships has been issued from the account with charge to the ship's
operating allotment. In the past, prior to 1950, these materials were carried
in the Navy Stock Acoount and supply officers rendered stores returns. Under







supply officer. There has been considerable discussion in the direction of
apain returning this material to the stock fund. It appears that the experience
of World War II at which time controls of shipboard materials were thrown to the
four winds would indicate the inappropriateness of such action. Further, the
loss of a vessel would immediately upset the forecasts of expected losses.
True, this would be an extra-ordinary loss but for the sake of simplicity the
stock fund should not be burdened with such considerations except in the case of
stores ships.
Apportionment
Congress is satisfied with its control of stock funds by adjusting the
capital. This, if it were the only control applied, would give the flexibili-
ty the name "revolving fund" implies. The Bureau of the t deprives the
managers of one of the greatest single advantages of the stock fund by require-
ments that obligational authority will be granted quarterly. Why hog-tie and
complicate the fund by this additional control? Oblipational authority should
be "the cash balance of the fund* The apportionment process has succeeded in
relegating the stock fund to the historical concept of an annual revolving fund.
Procurement of stock account inventory should be independent of fiscal years and
appropriation apportionments.
Obsolescence
Exclusion of items of high potential obsolescence does not appear to be
consistent, with major objectives of a stock fund. It is true that their inclu-
sion will result in stock fund losses but at the same tine the sav:" rived
through stock fund management should overcome those losses. Materials carried
in the Appropriation Purchases Account have traditionally received less atten-






procurements may be made of Appropriation Purchases Materials purely because
the fiscal year is coming to a close and appropriations will be terminated.
Such a deterrent to good inventory control does not exist in the stock fund,
except through the psychological effect the apportionment process might have.
Conclusion
Regardless of what additional materials may be inducted into the stock
fund or wha\, changes might be maae, its service to the Navy in the past has
been exemplary. It is submitted that the Navy otock Fund has contributed sub-
stantially to economy and efficiency throughout the Navy. The great strides
made in recent years in the scope of its coverage and the improved management
techniques which have been applied through the use of the fund are a tribute
to the wisdom of its Congressional, business, and Department oi Defenso advo-
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